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Nicholas Webb’s
Speaking Topics
INNOVATION

HEALTHCARE

FUTURE TRENDS

As one of the top innovation speakers in the world,
Nick speaks on the future of disruption in the “C19
Economy”, technology and market trends. His latest
book, “The Innovation Mandate” is used by some of
the best organizations in the world to lead their
industry in innovation. Nick has been awarded over
43 patents for breakthrough technologies including
one of the world’s smallest medical implants and one
of the first wearable technologies. As the CEO of
LeaderLogic, LLC he works with some of the top
brands in the world to help them lead their markets
in disruptive innovations.

Nick is the Chief Innovation Officer for one of the most
comprehensive medical schools in the country, where
he also serves as an Adjunct Professor. As a medical
technologist, Nick has invented significant medical
technologies ranging from surgical scalpels,
ophthalmic implants, wearable technologies and a
wide range of surgical instruments. His most recent
book, “The Healthcare Mandate” is a number one
best-selling book. Nick is also the Executive Producer
for the major documentary film, Fixing Healthcare.

As a futurist, Nick has a deep body of research in
all major business, technology and societal trends.
His not yet released book, “Innovation Leadership”
outlines how the best organizations are leveraging
innovation, technology and customer experience
design to lead their markets. Nick speaks on the
impact of the C19 economy, suicidal trends,
business trends, healthcare trends and
consumer trends.

LEADERSHIP
Studies prove that the best organizational leaders
are building collaborative organizations that drive
exceptional quality of work life and stakeholder
happiness. Nick’s upcoming book,“Happy Work”,
uncovers the power of building leadership
strategies around a happiness culture.

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

2015-2019

We are living in a time of hyper consumerization, your
customers are demanding more quality and value.
Organizations that are leveraging old-fashioned
customer experience approaches will fail in a time of
major disruption. Nick has been awarded Customer
Service Global Guru status, this positions him as one
of the top 30 worldwide experts. His book, “What
Customers Crave” is an international number one
bestseller and is used by some of the best brands in
the world as a handbook for customer experience
success.

THE FUTURE OF
WORK AND HAPPINESS
In this powerful keynote presentation, Nick shares the
three secrets to building a culture of happiness and
quality of work life. The best organizations in the world
will not compete on salaries and benefits, they will
absolutely compete on delivering work environments
where people thrive in a culture of happiness. These
organizations also have higher degrees of employee
productivity, profit and sustainable growth. Nick’s
upcoming book, “Heyday” uncovers the power of
building leadership strategies around a happiness
culture.

Why Nicholas Webb
Virtual 2.0
Keynote Speaker Nick Webb has developed a range of new virtual events that go way beyond the
old-fashioned talking head. As an innovator, Nick immediately identiﬁed the opportunity to deliver
exceptional virtual events. As a result, Nick installed a full professional video studio to provide
incredibly rich, interactive and moving virtual events.
If you’re looking to salvage a live event or to move forward with the inevitability of booking virtual
events… look no further. Nick Webb is a futurist that speaks on the post-coronavirus economy,
the future of healthcare, innovation, technology consumer trends and business. Nick can build
custom studio sets that include branded backgrounds and interactive tools. He can also provide
Interactive town halls, executive roundtables and other two-way formats.

Virtual 2.0
Includes:
• Comprehensive pre-event virtual 2.0 consulting
• Branded virtual studio backgrounds, green
screen or other customized backdrops
• Multi-camera high deﬁnition 4K and HD video
with redundant Pro audio
• Professional lighting, postproduction and
multi-channel delivery
• Live streaming delivery platforms to include game mechanics and social engagement
• Asynchronous, live or highbred event delivery
• Interactive town halls, executive roundtables and other two-way formats

Professional
Studio
If your speaker is offering to do a virtual event without a professional studio, you’ll be disappointed.
The old days of delivering from WebCams are over, and they’re over for good. Virtual events will never
replace live events in terms of interactivity, however they will replace live events in terms of volume
and revenue over the next 24 to 36 months. Leading in virtual events is a requirement in the current and
post-coronavirus marketplace. Nick Webb is a futurist that speaks on the post-coronavirus economy,
the future of healthcare, innovation, consumer trends and business.

FIVE STAR RATED
Multiple Number One
Best Selling Author

Published by the largest book publishers in the world, Nicholas has a massive body of knowledge from his research. His books
include his best-selling books, The Innovation Playbook, The Digital Innovation Playbook, What Customers Crave,
The Innovation Mandate and his brand-new number one release, The Healthcare Mandate. Nick has two upcoming
books on personal and enterprise happiness and happiness leadership that will be available in 2021.

NICHOLAS HAS DELIVERED POWERFUL KEYNOTES
To the Top Companies in the World

What our clients are

“Nicholas Webb was a keynote speaker at our most recent DHL Global Life Sciences &
Healthcare Conference. Nicholas was inspiring and managed to connect very well
with the audience giving context to the transformation the life sciences and
healthcare industry is facing and the value senior supply chain and logistics experts
can bring to the table to better serve patients.”

“I was thoroughly impressed with the care that Nick took in understanding our audience and the
needs for our event. He listened intently and developed a presentation customized to our requests.
He was the utmost professional and his prep and attention to detail deﬁnitely paid off. His message
resonated with our audience and they raved about him. He received an evaluation score of 4.9
out of 5. We couldn’t have asked for more. We truly enjoyed working with him.”

Milena McComas, Global Director Marketing,

Kelly Love

Life Sciences & Healthcare-DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation

“Nick Webb’s ability to visualize and articulate generated a
high-energy and inspiring atmosphere for the
opportunity to advance the development of medicine.”

“Nick Webb left the group inspired and eager to break our normal
conventions. He’s right when he says Innovation is not a bumper
sticker. You have to do something to make it come to life.”

Steven Whittaker

Executive Director / Avoca Quality Consortium

What audiences
are saying

VP Marketing & Communications

“Wonderful and
thought-PROVOKING
PRESENTATION”

Cal Austin

Regional Director / Pﬁzer Innovation

“The attendees
REALLY ENJOYED your
panel discussion”

“You understood the directions of what is happening and will
happen in the industry. You were forward thinking about changes
but also brought it back to the customer experience.”

Cathy Rempel

President / California Alarm Association

“SOMETHING POSITIVE
will come out of
the disruption”

“Real life situations
with FUTURISTIC
ANSWERS!”

Source: System Forum virtual conference

